The study of condition dependence in animal colour has undergone important changes in recent years. In particular, the focus on carotenoid-based colour traits is a thing of the past and a broader, comparative approach is becoming more common. Here, we refine a previously developed theoretical model describing pigment expression as a saturating function of resource intake and demonstrate its use as a tool to compare patterns of resource assimilation, resource allocation, and condition dependence between groups of organisms. Using a simple equation and non-linear regression analyses, we apply this saturating model to melanin-based colouration in a model insect species. We find that patterns of condition dependence differ between sexes, phenotypes, and populations, suggesting underlying differences in resource allocation priorities. Our results highlight both the usefulness of this method and the value of a comparative approach in identifying proximate mechanisms of condition dependence.
31 challenged the assumed generality of the theory, arguing that while vertebrates may be able to 32 synthesize melanin at low resource cost, there is plenty of evidence that melanism is costly in 33 insects. Stoehr (2006) 
75 where y is trait expression, x is resource intake, a is the asymptote (maximum), and b is the 76 slope. Non-linear regression analyses using this equation will quantify patterns of condition 77 dependence and provide both the parameter values and 95% confidence intervals for the slope, 78 asymptote, and fit of the model, thus allowing for comparison between groups of organisms.
79 The slope value (b) is most important in describing trait expression when resources are limiting 80 (i.e., at low levels of resource intake, before the asymptote is reached). Differences in slope 81 values will reflect differences in resource assimilation efficiency, patterns of resource allocation, 82 or some combination of both. Thus, a higher slope value could be due to more efficient resource 83 assimilation, increased resource allocation to colour, or both. 
melanic males and typical males).
114 With respect to genetic melanic polymorphisms, the asymptotic maximum of pigmentation (trait 115 expression) should be genetically-based and higher for melanic phenotypes. As discussed above, 116 variation in the slope of the relationship between pigmentation and resource intake (i.e. nitrogen) 117 will result from differences in either resource assimilation, allocation, or both. Some Lepidoptera 162 This indicates that melanic and typical males have similar resource intakes but different resource 163 allocation patterns, such that melanics allocate proportionally more to pigment synthesis 164 regardless of nitrogen intake. The low model fit (r 2 ) for melanic males is due to the scarcity of 165 individuals in the slope region combined with the highly scattered data (Fig. 1) , which suggests 166 that colour is only weakly condition dependent in this group of organisms.
167 In this study system, it is possible that severely limiting levels of nitrogen intake (pupal mass < 168 200 mg) do not allow such small melanic males to survive, but that all surviving melanic males 169 reach maximal or near-maximal pigmentation due to their high allocation to pigmentation. In 170 typical males, colour was moderately condition-dependent: only the smallest, lowest-quality 171 individuals were incapable of reaching maximal pigmentation. Conversely, colour was strongly 172 condition-dependent in females. Female fecundity, and therefore quality, is strongly predicted by 173 pupal mass (Fitzgerald 1995; Parry et al. 2001 ). Here, it can be seen that only the largest, highest 174 quality females were capable of maximal pigmentation.
175 Part 2: Further applications
